the other (the mask) with bars at a different orientation ( Figure 1A) . A typical V1 neuron ( Figure 1C) There has been little doubt that suppression is due to inhibition from cortical neurons that respond to the suppression can be obtained with masks drifting too rapidly to elicit much of a response in cortex. Second, mask. These neurons would ( but others have reported that excitation and inhibition
. In the absence of a mask (c mask ϭ 0), the Increases in mask contrast shift the sigmoid to the right. Because the scale in the abscissa is logarithmic, it is response is sigmoidal, with R max representing the maximal response and c 50 representing the half-maximal conas if the mask had divided the test contrast seen by the cell. This divisive effect is thought to be a key property trast, where the response is half of R max . Saturation is due to a divisive signal contributed by the test itself. of cortical visual processing (Heeger, 1992), one that Suppression is present because the mask also contribadditional control measurement to ensure that gratings utes to the denominator. When c mask Ͼ 0, the sigmoid drifting rapidly are ineffective for V1 cells also when is shifted to the right to a degree determined by the presented in a plaid. We compared cutoff drift rate measuppression index k. This index measures the ability of sured with gratings alone (as in Figures 3C and 3D ) and the mask to suppress the response (relative to that of in the presence of an orthogonal grating. In the presence the test) and is zero if the mask has no suppressive of the orthogonal grating, cutoff drift rate increased only effect. The model captures the effects of test and mask slightly by a factor of 21% Ϯ 11% (SEM, n ϭ 9). This contrast quite successfully ( Figure 1C and Figures 2A-2B) .
slight increase is consistent with previous results involving sums of gratings (Reid et al., 1992 Figure 3E ). Suppression with fast stimuli was Saul and Humphrey, 1992). For example, for the V1 neuso strong that the high-cut drift rate for k lay somewhere ron in Figure 3C , the high-cut drift rate is only 5.1 Hz, beyond 24 Hz, the fastest mask tested. Suppression and the response is zero beyond 10-15 Hz. We meawas obtained with very fast masks in most cells in our sured cutoff drift rate in a large sample of V1 neurons sample: the high-cut drift rate for the suppression index ( Figure 3D ) and found it to average 7.5 Ϯ 1.0 Hz (median was high, 19.4 Ϯ 3.1 Hz (SD, n ϭ 44), with a median value 7.7 Hz, n ϭ 294), a value consistent with previous reports of 19.6 Hz ( Figure 3F , 1985) . For the V1 cell in Figure 5A , it reduced the maximum response R max by a factor of 1.8 (from 64.5 Ϯ 0.7 to 35.3 Ϯ 0.9 spikes/s, SD, bootstrap estimates) and greatly increased the half-maximal contrast c 50 by a factor of 5.0 (from 4.6% Ϯ 0.3% to 23% Ϯ 1.9%). Indeed, at a test contrast of 6%, the robust response measured when adapting to a gray screen had vanished. Similar results were obtained for the whole population ( Figure 5B ): adaptation to an optimal test dramatically reduced the maximal response (by a factor of 1.6 Ϯ 1.1, SEM, n ϭ 28) and increased the half-maxi- 
Suppression in LGN is generally weaker than in V1.
To make the comparison, we considered a contrast suppression factor by measuring the reduction in an effective test contrast caused by the mask. We defined this on the responses. The mask has strongly suppressed the incremental response related to the test. These effactor as the ratio between half-maximal test contrast in the presence and absence of the mask. A factor of fects are well captured by a descriptive model (fitted curves) that is similar to the one used for V1 neurons two, for example, indicates that the cell required twice as much test contrast to obtain a given response with the (see Experimenal Procedures).
The effects of saturation can be observed more clearly mask than without the mask. The contrast suppression factor is obtained directly from the curves fitted to the when one plots responses as a function of test contrast for different mask contrasts ( Figure 7A ). In the absence responses, not from model parameters. The latter would not be comparable, as descriptive models required to of a mask (open circles), responses grow with contrast but tend to saturate at high contrasts, particularly befit responses of LGN and V1 neurons are different. In our population of V1 neurons, the contrast suppression tween 50% and 100%. As mask contrast is increased, the incremental effect of test contrast is further supfactor ranges from 1.33 to 8.69, with a median of 2.95 ( Figure 8A ). The distribution for LGN neurons is widely pressed (closed diamonds, closed triangles). This suppression appears less dramatic than that observed in spread and is shifted toward lower values, with a median of 1.61 ( Figure 8B ). Indeed, suppression in most LGN V1 (Figure 2A Figure 3D ), and we know that these neurons suppression is not due to intracortical inhibition (Nelson, do not respond to faster gratings. Yet in many cells (e.g., 1991c) and appears to have a memory of a few hundred Figure 3A) , suppression gave no sign of abating around milliseconds (Nelson, 1991a), which is not present in the 20 Hz, and the values that we report for its cutoff are responses of LGN neurons (Nelson, 1991b ). conservatively underestimated. We conclude that the As a result, suppression likely involves additional putative inhibitory interneurons responsible for suppresmechanisms beyond those affecting the responses of sion would have to be invisible to our electrodes. This
LGN neurons. These mechanisms would have to be thalamocortical and operate somewhere between the outpossibility, however, seems remote. While extracellular (Figure 9D , rightward shift of the curves on the logarithmic the properties of V1 neurons that we have described in the Results section. First, it would explain response scale), as if the noise had divided the amplitudes of the test currents by a fixed factor. saturation with increasing contrast ( Figure 10F ): depression grows with presynaptic activity, which would grow To explore the degree to which it can explain visual properties, we included thalamocortical synaptic dewith contrast. Second, it would explain why suppression , 1982) . Suppression has also been reported to be selecpression-affecting the transformation of LGN outputs into V1 inputs. This thalamic/synaptic explanation, howtive for mask orientation, often completely absent when test and mask are orthogonal (Nelson, 1991a) . The deever, is not meant to explain all the mechanisms that control the gain or responsiveness of V1 neurons. pression model ascribes this discrepancy to the type of mask used: the former studies employed drifting grating
Thalamocortical synaptic depression would explain and 9C, bottom rows). This suppression is divisive
In particular, it is not meant to apply to surround suppression. Surround suppression is the reduction in remasks, which at any orientation depress all the synapses in their path; The latter study employed flashed bar sponsiveness caused by masks surrounding the center of the classical receptive field (see Fitzpatrick, 2000 for masks, which depress only a limited set of synapses.
Among the testable predictions of our model is that review). Surround suppression is likely to originate from a different mechanism than cross-orientation suppresthe time courses of suppression and depression should be consistent, both for onset and for recovery. In our sion ( Figure 3C) Figure 3E) 
